Poly(A)+ RNA and cytoskeleton during cyst formation in the cap ray of Acetabularia peniculus.
The configuration and distribution of polyadenylated RNA (poly(A)+ RNA) during cyst formation in the cap rays of Acetabularia peniculus were demonstrated by fluorescence in situ hybridization using oligo(dT) as a probe, and the spatial and functional relationships between poly(A)+ RNA and microtubules or actin filaments were examined by immunofluorescence microscopy and cytoskeletal inhibitor treatment. Poly(A)+ RNA striations were present in the cytoplasm of early cap rays and associated with longitudinal actin bundles. Cytochalasin D destroyed the actin filaments and caused a dispersal of the striations. Poly(A)+ RNA striations occurred in the cytoplasm of the cap rays up to the stage when secondary nuclei migrated into the cap rays, but they disappeared after the secondary nuclei were settled in their positions. At that time, a mass of poly(A)+ RNA was present around each of the secondary nuclei and accumulated rRNA. This mass colocalized with microtubules radiating from the surface of each secondary nucleus and disappeared when the microtubules were depolymerized by butamifos, which did not affect the configuration of actin filaments. These masses of poly(A)+ RNA continued to exist even after the cap ray cytoplasm divided into cyst domains. Thus two distinct forms of poly(A)+ RNA population, striations and masses, appear in turn at consecutive stages of cyst formation and are associated with distinct cytoskeletal elements, actin filaments and microtubules, respectively.